Earning profit from trading futures is elusive; the list of ways to fail is lengthy; the competition
is downright herculean. Add monthly costs (room memberships, trade platforms), round trip
trade costs and fleecing costs (thousands spent of bogus education, worthless strategies, and hot
air mentorships) and profitability becomes a distant glimmer. And the fact any of us can be
millionaires in simulation mode does not offer any guidance. To achieve sustained success (I
seek $1000 per day), there are five things I do in futures trading that serve me well and I will
speak to each in detail below.
But first, before we start: one big reality check: The fact that I can
specifically name, recommend (or recommend avoiding) any room
is a wonderfully stupendous unique feature of this journal – and
this journal alone. The general readership of on-line trade journals
may not realize that other trade journals preclude authors (like me)
from naming rooms directly (like below) and/or their exact
benefits or detriments. Other journals (I found TraderPlanet to be
the worse) editorially scrub out specific room names, data and details, leaving the final papers
intellectually-neutered of exact information. They remove critical evaluations, eliminate
bibliographies (The editor of TraderPlanet removed my citations by confusing them with
footnotes) and sip off ugly facts until the final paper is generic, not trade room specific. Such
editorial oversight is designed avoid loss of advertisement revenues from
any/all of the 300 futures rooms that I have profiled in less than flattering
profiles as well as the 15 or so I have outright criticized and condemned. In
the world of science, medicine, law and business, such editorial oversight is
unethical. In contrast, Futures Truth uniquely presents the exact content that
authors (like myself) submit for publication, so do appreciate the genuine
publication content that only Futures Truth provides. I think they deserve a
Gold Star!
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So, want to make money trading futures? Let’s get started
tipping the odds in our favor!
1. Trade on the Shoulders of Giants
2. Model and trade fixed targets/stops (or trailing stops) that
historically make the most money
3. Model and trade only those times of day that historically make
the most money
4. Model and trade only those indices and trade types
(long/short) that historically make the most money
5. Watch your business trade costs
6. Putting it all together

1. Trade on the Shoulders of Giants. I just finished
evaluating my 549th trade room over the past 5.3 years I developed and apply three selection
criteria to find trade giants:
Criteria 1: A truthful and detailed track record. The rooms in
the panel to the right all trade futures, all begin with an A but
none have records. And this is only the A’s. For me, a track
record is like a Rosetta stone that allows me to determine the
actual value of all goods and services based historical P/L.
For the vast majority of the 549 trade rooms I have evaluated,
a track record would be the kiss of death, either forcing them
to admit they do not trade at all or to reveal that their products
and services are ineffective. These sites will offer many
“good” reasons for not having a track record; all are bogus.
Criteria 2: Using their track record, I establish that they can
net ≥ $50K/year trading. Why that number? The median
household income for 2013 was $51K. None of the images to
the right serves as a track record nor do they offer any
guidance on yearly P/L. Those are puffery statements –
worthless but designed to influence at a distance. Rooms may
self-adorn themselves with educational titles of institutes,
colleges, universities or academies but with no track record:
not important.
Criteria 3: Be able to observe and replicate all trades in real time. You cannot learn what you
cannot see; purposefully hiding trades in real time is the cardinal sign that you are in a sales
room, not a trade room. When you can see and replicate trades called in real time, if you trade as
they trade, you will profit as they profit. Then you are on the shoulders of the giant.
Currently 13 rooms satisfy these criteria; three more rooms have been evaluated and are listed
below. Some rooms I recommended in the past now fail at one or more of these three criteria
(Advanced Trading Workshop, Alpha Wave Traders, Bon Trade, Day Trading the Futures, Trade
the Emini, Trade Empowered). Many still trumpet my original but now cadaveric comments
which I see as desperately clinging to my long withdrawn endorsements. For example: Day
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Trading the Futures still posts “Rated as the Top 5 Futures Date Trading Room out of 337”, two
years after they were dropped from my list for failing to show trades in real time and failing to
post a detailed and truthful track record. While looking for the best, I also found the worse
rooms - PureTick [4], Millennium [5] and others that use harmful marketing [6]. After 549
rooms, none of their shenanigans are hidden from me.
The most current inclusive list of best trade rooms and associated publications are available @
http://www.tesseracttrading.com/#!who/c4nz. The most recently evaluated and newest
recommended futures trade Giants are below.

Revs Futures Day Trading; Reven Wood; 9:00 ~
4:00 EST (14:00-21:00 Zulu); avoids the dead zone
(noon – 2 pm EST); ES only. Rev was the former head
trader for the PureTick ES room. I evaluated that room
and I gave it a negative review [8] as it was based on
the business model of PureTick YM, which I also gave a very negative review [9]. When Mr.
Attebery (Director of Operations & Sales) contacted me and asked that I review Rev’s new room
(revsfuturesdaytrading.com/), formed after he left PureTick, I balked at first but later
reconsidered. What I found was flat out excellent: Rev posts a detailed and accurate track record
– trade by trade; day by day (criteria 1 satisfied) that allowed me to establish that he easily
achieves ≥ net $50K/year on a 3 contract/trade basis (criteria 2 satisfied). His trades are
demonstrated in real time and can easily be understood and replicated (criteria 3 satisfied). He is
a vibrant, patient and an engaging mentor – exhibiting financial stewardship (he defines his stops
and risk first before entering a trade) within exceptional trade competence. I see an exemplary
outcome with Rev, starting with his departure from PureTick (Alex W, owner & head trader) which I consider the worst futures room I have seen out of all 549 - to form his own room from
which to showcase his competence, truthfulness and ES performance (the very best) worthy of
joining the Trade Giants themselves. Quite frankly, Alex W would do well to take a mentorship
with Reven Wood!
True North Trading
(tesseracttrading.com/#!home/mainPage); 9:30 – 2:00 EST
(14:30 – 19:00 Zulu); 6E, 6J, CL, GC, NG, SI, ZB, ZW. At
True North, part of the Tesseract Trade Group, they use search
pattern recognition programs (SPRP) to identify ideal trade
entries. When executed, each ideal entry is sim modeled with
10 different exit strategies (5 fixed target; 5 trailing stop), from
which 10 individual P/L results are captured. Over many months (per index) they capture a vast
informational vault of several thousand ideal historical trade entries (and P/L from all 10 exits).
Then, as ideal entries are identified in real time, the same SPRP retrieves the 100 best matching
historical entry patterns as well as their best exits as well as expected P/L - all before the trade is
called. Their private room, about to go public, shows and executes trades in real time and posts a
forthright and truthful trace record. I admit I find it pleasing (and my 3rd opportunity as such) to
see the development of new room from a “behind the scenes” perspective. At 3 contracts per
trade, they often achieve a gross P/L of over $500/day per index traded.
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Overnight Edges: Overnight Edges, Rob Hanna, CEO and
Founder, 4:15 EST – 9:30 EST (21:15 - 14:30 Zulu); ES, YM,
TF, NQ (overnightedges.com). Mr. Hanna uses a brilliant and
time-based powerful computational approach: the majority of
ES market gains over the last 20 years (1994-2014) occur
during overnight gap ups, while the days show mostly losses.
By assessing the overall long gains, on a night by night basis, he has harnessed and developed an
odds based fact sheet derived from raw data. This odds sheet is provided each evening just
before market close that assesses historical trade worthiness, stops and targets for that overnight
trade. While I followed the ES, the other indices were equally valid by his approach and gave
exception P/L outcomes as well. It is as close to painless trading as I have seen: buy just before
4:15 close and sell just at the 9:30 am open. A 50% odds ratio is break even, and as it goes
higher, so does average gross P/L based on many years of historical data. A 55% odds ratio will
filter out nearly 2/3 of all days of trading; 65% yields a more productive winning trade further
restricts the number of trades per year. The track record easily seen, all trades easily
accomplished and at 10 contracts per trade he easily nets ≥ $50K per year.
Key 2. Model and use trade fixed targets/stops (or trailing stops) that historically make the
most money. Generally, when you ask for more and you will get it –here is how:
Once you find a trade giant you like, they will use specific profit targets and let’s say for
example it is a 10 tick target with a 10 tick stop (10T/10S). I do the following: I evaluate each
and every official trade entry not only on 10T/10S, but also 10T/18S, 18T/18S, 18T/25S and
25T/25S. So for each trade entry I am asking Mr. Market to show me (repeatedly over time) if
any of the official trade entries are destined to make more money than 10 ticks and if so, how
much more? Think that won’t work? Think again. Here are some findings I have from The
Strategy Lab on trades I observed over several months (all sim traded at 3 contracts/trade).
TF (186
Aver
CL (92
Aver
GC (68
Aver
These trades are official entries but
trades)
P/L
trades)
P/L
trades)
P/L
different targets and stops. The trend is
10T/10S
$136
10T/10S
$122
10T/10S
$167
obvious: Mr. Perry’s trade entries are
10T/18S
$201
10T/18S
$148
10T/18S
$253
capable of making more money than 10
ticks (which by the way is example – not
188/10S
$241
188/10S
$198
188/10S
$320
his official trade). This simple inquiry
18T/25S
$228
18T/25S
$219
18T/25S
$288
will markedly amplify your trade P/L by
defining how much you can ask for in a
25T/25S
$188
25T/25S
$257
25T/25S
$358
target and what size stop is needed to get
the overall profit. If you stops are too
tight, the larger bracket trades will alleviate that restriction. I have seen such an effect in over
two dozen different trade rooms when I capture and evaluate trades in this manner, again all
based on their entry but a series of bracketed T/S. It is free, it is easy, it is revealing; it is
unbiased and this type of P/L inspection relative to fixed targets/stops is equally applied to
trailing stops as well [7].
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Key 3: Model and trade only those times of day that historically make the most money.
Time is uniform, linear and constant but often its effects on trading are not. P/L may be
influenced disproportionately, inordinately or invariantly by time. I stratify time-based influences
according the time interval involved: effects based on the day of the week are called diurnal
variation while effects that change from morning to the afternoon are called circadian rhythm.
Ask Father Time what days (or time of day) achieve maximal trade profit - here is how it works.
I average P/L as a function of day of the week (M-T-W-Th-F; normalizing to a uniform number
of trades) and very often I consistently see days that extremely profitable and others are not. I
watch for 2 months and I then satisfy the law of large numbers and avoid temporal distortions. I
will back off on days that exhibit anemic P/L and increase contract size on days that are the most
profitable. I keep this data in a running evaluation format so as new data is added, the oldest data
is jettisoned. My observations form clear dichotomies in overall performance:

Trade Room

Observation
period

Highest Aver/d

Lowest Aver/d

My current
review

PureTick YM
Alpha Wave
Traders
Trader Shark

16 wks
24 wks

$127 Weds
$94 Thurs

-$85 Fri
-$19 Fri

avoid
avoid

20 wks

$424 Fri

$212 Mon

recommend

Accordingly, if you executed all of the PureTick trades (not that Alex shows them) over 16
Fridays, you would have a gross loss of -$1360 and at ~12 trades/d (3 contracts/trade); round trip
costs (-$2880) bump that losing day to a near net total of -$4240. Add on the outrageous cost of
$495 per month room’s costs and presto: -$6220. Certainly something to avoid. These repetitive
negative P/L on select days erode overall weekly performance, are consistent in their
presentation and simple to avoid. When they occur I do not trade. If we assume that the various
rooms are trading each day in a consistent manner, then these time-based P/L differences must
reflect changes in Mr. Market. How can I be certain is it Mr. Market and not the trader? I see the
same phenomenon with the robot trading programs which are oblivious to every human emotion
and concern in the market but will exhibit consistently lower profits on certain days and much
better profits on other days.
Index Room a.m. aver
p.m. aver P/L
An excellent example of circadian
P/L
rhythm comes from the Strategy Lab and TF
$203
-$118
these are official entries and exits and
CL
$279
$67
results according to official posted P/L
GC
$304
$305
values.
ES
$2
$161
When I started trading I saw the week as
5 days of equal opportunity for trading; I later learned that days are divided into morning –dead
zone – afternoon and most often greatest price moves occur in the am only. Then I observed that
that best traders can do poorly on some days but remarkably well on others and those differences
followed a consistent pattern. In order words, not all days nor the time of day are created equal in
terms of trading.
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Key 4: Model and trade only those indices and trade types (long/short) that historically
make the most money.
Most futures rooms trade more than one index: a large majority trade 3-4-5 indices each day.
Even with only 2 different indices, it is logical to assume that any trader will achieve a superior
P/L on one index over the other. Why? Because it is highly unlikely that they will equally
effective indices at the same time. The real questions: are they consistently and demonstrably
better on one index over all others? And within any given best index, is the P/L from longs
superior, inferior or equivalent to shorts? To generate this data, simply compile average P/L
from trades according to each index long and short and examine longitudinal differences over
time. I have found remarkable differences in P/L based on index traded and long vs. short
entries. Even in the very best giant rooms, it is not possible (or even likely) that they will trade
equally well at all times in all indices and in all types (long//short) trades.
Key 5. Watch your business trade costs: When you trade futures generally you have an
introducing broker (IB; there are many hundreds) and a futures commission merchant (FCM; 95
as of 03.2014; [10]). While they can be the same, most often an IB will have exclusive
arrangements with a few specific FMCs. I shopped a while for a balance between round trips
costs (I compared all in/all out) and service, meaning they fix what is broken, stuck or unsure
and they are effective. I selected VanKar Trading Corp as an IB; RJO as my FCM; a great
combination for me.
When buying or selling futures, you need to always avoid spread costs in trading. When you buy
the ES at market, you will pay $12.50 per contract; buy at bid and there is no spread. Same is
true for sell market/sell ask. Spread costs at $12.50 (ES, 6E, 6J), $10 (CL, NG, TF) and $5 (NQ,
YM) reflect the market traded. Let the price reach you, do not reach for the price or you pay.
Key 6. Putting it all together: In any best room, first, foremost –
always and absolutely watch and measure 100 trades in real time
and sim trade in real time. Then use simple averages to find the
better/best strategies – days - time of day - indices and - types of
trades (long/short). The differences initially may be only modest –
that is a good start. Continue to trade, record and evaluate to find
those preferred trades; for the weaker types, times and indices, trade accordingly. I am fortunate
to trade in 3 great rooms each day, which is often viewed with skepticism. For the average ultrashort burst attention deficit disorder trader perhaps true; for me after 5 years in 4 rooms each day
– not so hard. I model them as I have described, trade according to my keys and I trade
confidently, comfortably and consistently in the company of giants.
Parting caution: First step to success is to avoid junk: avoid all puffery, shenanigans, idolatry,
crystal balls, buffoonery and marketing foolishness: if a room trades with God’s vision (Alpha
Wave Traders), God’s Rhythm (Trading Faith), ghosts (Ghost Traders Global) or the Secret
Code of the Illuminati (Emini Wizard) – run away; if you see puffery - leave; if you see beaches,
swimming pools, lawn chairs, yachts, gold, diamonds, stacks of money or any form of opulent
wealth – step away. The Doctor or Queen of Fib are no more real than Trading Magnets, Gorilla
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Gaps, Light Speed Trading, DNA Revolution, Magic Trader or Samurai Trading. Why? None
have a record, none post their trades and as Einstein said “a thing that has not be measured
cannot be understood”. Never buy what you cannot see, cannot try, do not know, has not been
measured or is any way hidden from view.
Dean Handley has BS; MS; PhD; MBA, JD. Author’s disclosure: Many trade rooms now actively deny
me entrance and block my evaluations (Global Trade Room; Horst Trades, Market Profile Trading
Academy, Straight Trade Calls) – what they hide from me cannot be good for you. Fellow traders (Axel
Burnett) threaten me with negative exposés and trade rooms (PureTick) with lawsuits– not a single
sentence has been generated. I have never been paid, solicited payment or accepted any compensation
from any room, other than gratis guest attendance. Those that maintain otherwise do so for nefarious
reasons. I wish to thank Veronica Supulski for graphic consultation, Daryl Elliot, an astute fellow trader,
for his exceptional ideas and unique perspective, and Chip Cole of Global Forces Trade Network for his
wisdom and knowledge.
All references are available: http://www.tesseracttrading.com/#!who/c4nz.
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